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**Short Synopsis**

Set against the backdrop of historical events and archival footage, *The Law in These Parts* navigates the unique and labyrinthine legal system established after Israel’s 1967 occupation of the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Featuring provocative and passionate interviews with the Israeli judges and lawyers who created and enforced these laws, the film is a rigorous and challenging case study of one of the most enduring and damaging conflicts of our time.

**Long Synopsis**

The mechanics of an evolving military occupation reveal themselves through a series of first-ever interviews with the Israeli Judges, prosecutors and legal advisors who created the legal framework of Israel's occupation of the West Bank and Gaza Strip and upheld it since 1967. Set against the backdrop of historical events and archival footage, *The Law in These Parts* is a cautionary account of what happens when temporary security measures become permanent reality.

Responding to changing realities on the ground over four decades, the film’s protagonists describe moral and judicial dilemmas that they each faced while trying to apply law and make order. The film unfolds as an insider’s tour of the logic and reasoning behind the architecture of occupation and calls into question audience preconceptions about terms such as law and justice as well as the portrayal of reality through the documentary form.

From establishing settlements in an occupied area to dealing with torture in interrogations to rationalizing parallel legal systems for Palestinians and Israelis, the film explores some of Israel's basic moral quandaries. Can a nation that occupies another people act with genuine adherence to the principles of rule-of-law? What are the costs that a society engaged in such a long-term exercise must bear? And what are the implications of the very effort to make a documentary about such a system?

**Festivals and Awards**

* Winner, Grand Jury Prize, Documentary World Cinema, Sundance Film Festival
* Winner, Best Documentary, Jerusalem Film Festival
* Winner, Special Jury Award, Full Frame Documentary Film Festival
* Winner, Special Jury Prize, HotDocs Film Festival
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Director’s Statement
by Ra’anan Alexandrowicz

The conception of THE LAW IN THESE PARTS can be traced back to another film, a documentary called The Inner Tour that I completed a decade ago.

One of the things that happens when you make non-fiction cinema is that you touch people's lives with your camera and at the same time, your life is touched by the people and reality you document.

In mid 2004, I got a phone call telling me that Ahmad S., a boy who had just turned 16 and was one of the hardly-seen participants in The Inner Tour, was taken from his home in the middle of the night by masked Israeli soldiers. Ahmad was charged with throwing stones at a military Jeep and was held in a maximum-security prison. After confessing during interrogation, Ahmad was scheduled for a remand hearing in a military court. His family asked that I join them.

For the first time in my life I found myself in an Israeli military courtroom, witnessing the mechanism with which my society purports to administer justice to Palestinian residents of the territories we have occupied since 1967. This event profoundly changed my understanding of the situation in which I live.

There were many striking differences between trials I had seen in regular civilian courts in Israel and Ahmad's military trial, but the thing that disturbed me most was that I was witnessing a supposedly legal procedure, an effort to bring a "criminal" to trial, something that I, like any law-abiding citizen in a democratic state usually support. But there was one major problem—this 16-year-old boy was not part of the society that was indicting and convicting him. Neither Ahmad nor his parents ever had any democratic way of influencing the law by which he was now being tried: the Law of Occupation, the same law which enabled an Israeli settlement to be erected on their family lands.

After seven and a half months Ahmad's trial ended. The Judge ruled that the time he had spent in prison for the period of the proceedings would suffice as a punishment for what he had done. These seven months led me to try to understand the Law of Occupation.

I began reading the archived legal material published since the beginning of the occupation in 1967 until today. The more laws, orders, trial records and appeals I read, the better I understood how the system of the occupation actually works and how it developed over the years. I was gaining what I felt was an almost unknown perspective on the Palestinian-Israeli conflict and its evolution over the last forty years. I decided to try to represent this perspective in the form of Cinema.
The Military Law and Justice System is a legal system that functions as a parallel system to the one I am subject to, implemented by the same state. It applies to people who in fact live in the same territory with the regular citizens but are defined legally as a population under occupation. It is probably one of the most significant contradictions in Israeli democracy. It is there to see but is somehow it is hidden from the public eye. In THE LAW IN THESE PARTS I attempted to provide a clear view of the historical and social evolution of this contradiction, the way it functions today, and allow the viewer to feel the price a Western democracy pays for this kind of contradiction.

Translating my research into a film was the most complicated cinematic challenge I have faced. As the person who has been in those archives, I searched for the cinematic form that would preserve something of the raw, cold and formal legal papers which fuel the machine that controls the lives of millions of people who are subject to it. I had to try to satisfy both the filmmaker and the researcher in me. I had to deal with ethical and aesthetic questions posed constantly by the material. It was not only about what I can or should film, but also about what I decided I would not film. Most of all I had to find a way to engage and implicate the audience in this journey into the heart of Israel’s moral quandary – and the basic universal questions that it raises.
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**Interviewees**

**Justice Meir Shamgar**  
Brigadier General (Retired)  
Military Advocate General 1963-1968  
Judge, Supreme Court of Israel 1975-1995  
President of the Supreme Court 1983-1995

**Dov Shefi**  
Brigadier General (Retired)  
Legal Advisor, West Bank Military Command 1967-1968  
Military Advocate General 1979-1984

**Abraham Pachter**  
Lieutenant Colonel (Retired)  
Military Prosecutor 1967-1970

**Alexander Ramati**  
Lieutenant Colonel (Retired)  
Legal Advisor, West Bank Military Command 1973-1979  
Military Judge 1980-1981

**Jair Rabinovich**  
Major (Retired)  
Military Prosecutor 1977-1982  
Military Judge 1988-1992

**Justice Amnon Strashnov**  
Brigadier General (Retired)  
Deputy Military Advocate General 1985-1987  

**Jonathan Livny**  
Lieutenant Colonel (Retired)  
Military Judge 1976-1999

**Ilan Katz**  
Colonel (Retired)  
Military Judge 1988-1992  
Deputy Military Advocate General 2000-2003

**Oded Pesensson**  
Colonel (Retired) Military Judge 1988-2008
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